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Book Synopsis:
It starts when reporter Dorian Valentine discovers a horrific secret regarding the Strategic Offensive Reduction
Treaty (a critical peace agreement between the former Soviet Union and the United States): One side is
cheating, and even worse – the cheating side holds the ultimate trump card. Brutally trained from birth to live,
talk, and think like Americans, Russia has constructed the most dangerous network of secret operatives ever
known – created for the ultimate trinity: Intelligence, Espionage, and Warefare. This dynamic organization has
been planted on U.S. soil long ago by the former KBG to retrieve information at any cost, cause political
catastrophe, or kill on moment’s notice. Now they are out of control, striking fear into the heart of the Pentagon.
The Central Intelligence Agency assembles a powerful team of agents that “do not exist” in an attempt to
terminate an enemy that cannot be caught by any traditional methods. The Invisible Enemy grabs the reader by
the arm, and casts them deep into the furious depths of intense warfare, awesome espionage, and
unpredictable deceit – where there is a frightful undercover agenda that even the operatives themselves are
not aware of.
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What I Thought:
Hubby often complains that I spend to much money on books. I have been know to buy 3-5 paperbacks in a
weekend (if I’m splurging). This is one of the books that I will definitely read over and over again.
Anyone who loves the show “24″ would love this book. This book has it all spies, deception, international
intrigue, and great action sequences. Once I started reading, I couldn’t put this book down until I finished the
last page. The best thing is that hubby has stated that he wants to read this book next.
You can read excepts from the book at the Anthony Howard website.
Where to Buy:
You can buy The Invisible Enemy: Black Fox at Amazon.com.
How to Win:
You can win The Invisible Enemy: Black Fox as part of my New Year, New Reads prize package. So make sure
to stop back on Jan. 9 to enter.
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**I received a copy of this book to review, but was not compensated in any way for my review. All opinions are
strictly my own
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